where XL are regarded as row vectors of bits; Q denotes the bitwise exclusiveor operation; A is a w X w matrix with components in GF(2); and x, A denotes the multiplication between a row vector and a matrix over GF(2).
If A is an identity matrix, then the sequence is a GFSR sequence based on a characteristic trinomial.
As shown in L'Ecuyer [1994, Sec. 3.7, 3.8 In Section 3.3, we discuss an efficient way to determine a modifying parameter.
In Section 4, we list some efficient generators attaining these bounds. We conduct empirical tests on these generators and the old TGFSR(R), and we dismiss the latter type.
CRITERION FOR EQUIDISTRIBUTION
The next theorem provides an efficient algorithm to obtain k(u) and its tight upper bound for the general TGFSR. and this splits to a direct sum according to VW' = VW @ Vu, 6 . . . 6 V,U. Thus, the subjectivity of the upper row reduces to the subjectivity of where U is a w x (q + I)v-matrix
Thus, k-distribution of the u-bit accuracy is equivalent to the rank of U being which asserts the following.
PROPOSITION 3.1.3.
In the TGFSR(R ) sequence, any three consecutive bits of xl are at most n-distributed.
From (5) Let {x,} be a TGFSR(R) sequence, and define a sequence {z,} by putting z, :=xl P,
where P is a regular GF(2) matrix. By deleting x from (1) using (6), we realize that {z, } is a TGFSR sequence with parameters ( zo, n, m, P-lRP Table I ). Now, we fix such s and t,and explain a way to find such b and c. By checking k(v) in each case, we determine these three bits. We use the backtracking technique to find a parameter satisfying the bounds on k(v), V=o, l ,.. .,1-1.
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Note that independence of some columns of P-lRjP, as in Theorem 2.1 and Equation (6), is equivalent to that of RJP. Instead of using columns of RJP, it is somewhat easier to use rows of 'PtRJ. The ith row pi of 'P is obtained by 1992] . Hence, tempering can easily be implemented by adding two lines (9) to the original programs for T***. T800 is an original TGFSR(R) generator without tempering and is used here for comparison.
PRACTICAL GENERATORS AND THEIR TESTS
G607 is an asymptotically random GFSR generator proposed by Tootill et al. [1973] .
Observe that k(u) coincides with nlw\v ] for the tempered TGFSR, which is the upper bound given in Corollary 2.2. Note also that any TGFSR satisfies k(u) > n, as proven in Matsumoto and Kurita [1992] . In Table I , a, b, and c are written in hexadecimal form. So, for example, the TT775 3 l-bit pseudorandom integer generators can be implemented as follows. C-like notations are used for bit operations. and c := 776 AOOO0. Let x[n] be an array of n 32-bit integers, y be a 32-bit integer variable, and 1 be an integer variable.
Step 1. 1~O
Step 2. Set xIO], X[ 1],... , X[ n -1] to suitable nonzero initial values (with most significant bit O).
Step
; y -y Q ((y << t)&c); output y.
Step 4.
Step 6. Goto
Step 3. Generator  T400  T403  T775  T800  TT400  TT403  TT775  TT800  LM  G607  G1563   KS+(%)  100  100  100  100  91  54 Generator  T400  T403  T775  T800  TT400  TT403  TT775  TT800  LM  G607  G1563 KS+(%) 
Statistical Tests

